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ABSTRACT
An analysis based on U.S. census data of-labor market !

opportunities for young, inexperienced college graduates (out of
school less than five years) over the last three fecades and

,projected'into the next reveals significant trends. TEese
opportunities are measured by types of jobs held and relative
earning's. Comperisons.Of government figures on actual and projected
growth in educational.attainments and in employment show that during
the 1960s college graduates increased their chances of finding
high-level jobs. But d4ring the 1970s opportunities deteriorated
rapidly; job opportunities in the 198s will be more like the 1950s 1
and 1970s than the 1960s. Bieck college graduates' earnings relative
to those of their white counterparts improved slightly over the last
two decades. White female college graduates expOtiened ho such
improvement. Fetale and minority college graduates still earntless
than white male high school graddates.. While the educational
attainments of 6.s. workers continue to increase, employment growth
in the 1980s will not produce midespread opporiunities in high-level,
fields. College graduates may continue eo Eold an advantage in the
labor market, but increasing numbers will have to accept jobs
incommensurate with their training. Twelve tables include .information
on employment growth, earnings, and educational attainments. ,(PB) .
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Abstract

. This paper examines change; in labor market opPortUnities foryoung

college eraduates over the last two decades.. The analysis is based on

1
U.S. Census data for the years 1960, 1970, and 1980. abor market

opportuni-ties, are measurby the types of jobs hel breollege

graduates and their relativefearnings. Government projections of
. .

-educational attainments and emploYment tor 1990 aie also used to
s:.

spSculate on future opportunities for collfge graduates. The findings

support th'e common k)bsq,rvation that labor market opportunities for

college graduates.declined. from the 1960s to the 1970s, at least in

terms of ths types of jobs secured. But comparisons with earlier

periods reveal that the 1960s were atypical; graduates in that period

enjoyed better opportunities thah graduates either before or after.
. --r
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Durillg the last ,,two, decades the United States witnessed'a major
exp an s ion of higher education. The expansion was due, in part, to the
large number of children from the baby-boom reaching the tradit-iOnal
college-going age. It was also due 'to an increasing proportion of
adults and college-age youth participating in higher education. These

.-

two trends . greatly, raised the average education level of the American
population. And they greatly increased the proportion of college,
.graduates in the U.S. labor force. But did the growth in labor market\ ,
opportunities keep pace with the growth in educational attainments over,. ,

this 'periAad? Most recent attempts to answer this question have focused
on a fairly short period of time, moat freqUently c'ompAring the
dltuation in the 1960s wisth the situation in the 1970s. This paper
examines a longer interval, lo-oking backward over the period from 1960
to 1980 as well as looking foblard to the period from 1980 to 1990

. The rapid expansiorrof higher educaticin during the last two ecades
, \has been accompanied by a growing interest in documenting the conomic

, -

benefits of higher education. gost of this attention has foc'used on 1e

'- higher earnings associated with advanced schooling. Since the 196 s, a'
1a4-ge number of studies have documented that college graduates receive

' \higher earnings in the. labor market than workers with less schooling
..

(Becker- 1964; Mincer t1974). Moreover, the economic benefits tend to
..., increase over ttie lifecycle, resulting in I private rate of return to

investment in schooling that compares favorably to other investment
activities.

Other studies bpe shown that society, too, benefits from expanded
higher education:---r6cial rates of return generally appear tocompare

_

well with private rates of return (Hines, Tweeten, and Redfern 1970).
Higher education has contributed substantially to rapid economic

,

1.4
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growth in the United States during the .last 50 yearS (Denison 1979).
Supporters of highe,r education have also pointed out the many social
benefits. that accrue' outside of the economy, but that are no less
important to the soci)1 welfare of the country (Bowen 1980).

While' the rapid expansion of higher education in the 1966s was
accompanied by steady and rapid economic growth, continued expansion of
higher education in, the 1970s was .'accompanied by much more uneven
economic growth. Critics began to question the economic benefits of
higher' education. They 'found that the earnings of college graduates
relative to high school graduates declined from the late 1960s to the
middle 1970s (Freeman 1976). Labor market opportunitie for new college

--graduates appeared to decline particularly during the ecession years of
1975 and 1976, leading to a more widespread pessimism about the ec4onomic'
payoff to college (Bird 1975).

Th'e no tion that the relative earnings of college graduaT had
declined irOthe 1970s did not go unchallenged. Other observers poi*Ited
out that relative earnings appeared to vary' from year to year, but that
over a period of ten years or more they had not changed substantially
('Smith and Welch 1978). More pronounced changes in relative earnings
were experienced by college graduates maSorrng in particular fields of
s,tudy, however (Rumirger in press). Further,.the large number of young
people entering the labor market' during this period depressed their
earnings relative to older workei.s, regardleSs of their education/level
(Freeman 1979; Welch 1970..

'Not all t4he attention on labor market opportunities for college
graduates has focused on earnings. College graduates also enjoy other,
noapecnniary labor mdrket benefits from their education (Duncan 1976;
Lucas 1 977). In relative terms, college gridlates are better ,able to
compete for the highest level, most prestigious jobs n the econ6my
compared tb their less educated count t (Blau andiuncan 1967,5.

t how have the labor market opportunitie oftcollege grailuatesichang ed
in e absolute terms?

'Or
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Some scholars have addressed this question 'by comparing the

eduCational attainmen-ts of workers with the level of education (skills)
required to perform their jobs. While college graduatgs may contintie to
hold a competitive advantage in the laIor market, they still may be
forced to accept lower skilled jobs over time as their numbers increase
(T-hurow 1975)- Even prior to 1960, some crifics argued that the
educational attainments of the U.S. labor force produced skill levels iq
excess of those.needed for many jobs in the economy (Berg 1970; Rawlins

-and Ulman 1974). Subsequent analyses suggested that the condition,was
simply exaGerbated by the rapid expansion of higher education that
follgyed (Berg, Freedman, and Freeman 1978; Rumberger 19,31a).

Overall, observers are engaged in an on-going debate concerning
changes ion the labor market opportunities for college graduates. Some

have argued that college graduates continue to hold an economic
advantage in the labor market in terms of relative earnings, "itt.r...katIgh
the advantage .has eroded,during the last decade. Otherp claim that
re lat ive earnings over a-longer period have changed very little. Still
others claim that, regardless of whether relative earnings have changed,
an increasing proporqon of college graduates have been forced to aoCept
jobs incommensurate' With their level of schooling.

The purpose of this 'paper is to contribute to this debate. The

present analysis differs from most redent studies by examining labor
market opportunities for college graduates over a longer period of time,
specifically the years 1960, 1970, and 1980. This time horizon allows
comparisons among college graduates who entered the la.bor market in the-

,
19 508, before the rapid expansion of higher education, those who entered -

in the prosperoas 1960s, and those wh'ô entered during ,the boom and bust ,

decade oC the 1970s: These three decades will also be compared with the
projected situation for 1990. Thus, the entire analysis povers four
decade,s and permits a longer range view than many other studies. Labor
market opportunities will bemeasured by relative earnings and by types
of jobs.' The changing situation for all college graduates'will be

8
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examined, then the si tda t ion for graduates of different'race and sex

groups.

I, 24 o s t of the analysis is based. on U.S. Census data for the years

1960, 1970, and 1980. The data for 1960 and 1970 come from the Public

Use Samples; the data for 1 980 come from the, March 1980 eurrent

Population Survey. 1
These data sources contain comprehensive

information on characteristics of the U.S. civilian population,

including educational atterinment, employment 'status, employment

v characteristics (occupation, industry, and sector),4and earnings.

./.

Edueeional Expansion and Employment Growth, 1960c1980
.

c
Labor market opportunities for college graduates depend both on the

number of college graduates who are competing for jobs in the labor

market and on the number and types of jobs that ara. available. Before-

examining anges in labor market opportunities, I will briefly document

the growth in educational attPainments and the growth in employment.
2

Eductitional Attainments

The expansion ,of education that took place during the last two .

decides was nothing short of phenomenal. Between 1960 and 1970

enrollmen,ts in higher education increased from 3.8 million to over 8.5
.,

...

'mi Ilion, an increase of over 100 percent (Table 1). Between 070 and

1980 .enrollments increased another 41 percent to reach 12.1 million.

Growth rates 'varied by age, race, and sex groups. Although the

traditional college age popuration of 18 to 24 year olds continued to

comprise the majority of, college students, the propnrtion of students 25

years and older grew even more rapidly. By 1980 thpy comprised 38

percent of total enrollments. The number of white males enrolled in

college more than doubled during this period, with most of the increases

taking plade in the 19§0s. In contrast., the number of white females and

minorities enrolled in college increased between 300 and 700 percent

over these two decades, with substantial increases occurring in both.

r

decades. Even in 1980, however, minorities are still less likely than

...1-,..-,

%
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.whites' to attend college (Huddleston 1982; v. '132).
ir h e expansiqn of higher education greatly increased the echicatiOnal

..

attainments of the U.S. labor force. Between 1960 and 1980 the number

of college graduates in the civilian labor.force increased ttlreefold.
By 1 9 80.`armost one out of five workers had completed 4-or more years of
college. Aiong young workers, 25 tcY34 years of age, increases were
even greater. By '1980, more than onequarter.of all young workers in
the civilian labior force had at least a 4year college degree. A

College degree was no lOnger a rare commodity, insukng its holder df
c lear competitive advantage in the labor market. In a relatively short
period--20 years--higher educption became much more common, -

14
,
.
..

Employment Opportunities

The economy,,coo, underwent significant changes from 1960 o 1980.
, . .

The Gross National/Product, in real terms, increased almost 50 percent
'7from 1960 to 1970. Between 1970 and li8 0 it increased another. 36

percent', although growth,was much. inure uneven (U.S. president 1982,
2 34). EmployMent grew a& well, but at a much slower rate. Total

)1employment grew from 63 million in. 1960 to 76 million in 1970, an
increase of 20 percent. It increased another 26 percent in the nht

f
decade, reaching 96 million iti 1980 (Table.2).-

/

What tyPes of:jobe were created by, this etaployment growth? --Enke way ....

to answer this question is' to examine einployment growth within the major
occupational groups defiried by the U.$ : Census Bureau. Employment has

remained widely distributed among these major groups over the last two
decadei (Table 2). The majority of workers work in "whitecollar"
occup'ations: professional and technic 1, laanagerial, sales, and
c leri.cal workerS. About onethird w n "blUecol lar" occupation's :'''
crafts, operativ'es, and laborers. The remainder work in farm and
service occupations.

,Employment srowth was quite uneven among these groups. Table 2
?hows how the net growth in employment over the two decadTs is
distrib.uted over the major occupational groups. Professions and'

,

,

. ..' 10
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clerical occupati2n8 accounted for over 50 percent of ale total
employment growth, with managerial and service, jobs accounting for
another thiN-d. The remainder was spread over the other groups.

The problem With using Census occupational groups is that they
'reveal very little about the actu,a1 characteristics of job,s, that exist

; in the econopy. The job classifications are based merely)on titles. 3

- 'Professional and technical jobs, for eiample, include health technicians
and actors as well as physicians and engineersjobs thit vary widely in
prestige, pay, and skikls. /

. In order to provide a more meaningful comparison among jobs, I
reclassified Census occupations based on the level of skills required to
perform the job. The proc dure uses information from the Dictionary of

' I

Occupational Titles on the skill requirements of jars in the U.S.
economy (Rumberger and Carnoy 1980). While this scheme is not the only
one that could be used to differentiate among jobs, it does provide a
us,eful way to distinguish betWeen good jobs and bad jobs, high-paying4

jobs and low-paying jobs, high-skilled jobs and low-skilled jol;s.
. Based on this scheme, most jobs fall in the middle of the

o,ccupat ions 1- hierarchy, a little over one-quarter comPrise
jobs, and about-one-sixth cothprise low-level jobs (Table 2). EmployMent

growtii be tweeh 1960 'and 1980 favored middle and high-level jobs; 2 out
of 5 new jobs created in this period were in high;lever a4reas, flother 2
out of 5 were in middle-level areas, and 1 out of 5 weee in low-level
areas. The expansion of the economy during this period increased
employment at all levels' of the job-hierarchy.

The amohnt and type of occupational growth that took place during
the last 2 0 years %JAE; due to the growth of varioug sectors of the
economy. Most jobs are found .in the private sector, which is Comprised
of several `major industrial groups (Table 3). Three major industries--
manufacturing, wholesale and retail tr-ade, and services--account for
'three-fourths of all private ihector employment. These three industrial
groups a ls o °accounted for the majority of employment growth over the
last decades. Recent rese'arch has also Shown thht mist new jobs have

\ .11
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been created by small firms (Greene 1982).
Duxing \the last two decades the public sector has become an

important source of employment. Between 1960 and 1970 the public sector
accounted for over one-third of all new jobs in the U.S. economy. Over

the last 20 years it has accounted for fully 25 percent of employment
growth. By 1980 one-sixth of all workers were employed in the public
sector. Equally important, the publit sector has become an important
source of jobs for 'women, minorities, and college graduates (Rumberge'r
1982).

Finally, self-employment has become a less impbrtant source of jobs
in olir economy over this period. The proportion of workers who were
self-employed declined from 12 percent in 1960 to less than 9 percent in
1980. Virtually no n ew jobs were created in this sector of* the economy

over the last 20 years.
Each sector of the economy not only accounts for a certain amount

of emp rnyment, but also different types'of jobs. Wholesale and retail
trade industries largely employ managers, sales workers, and clerical'
staff; manufactu'ring induseries primarily employ craft workers and

operatives; and the public sector largely employs professional,
technical, an d clerical workers.

Since college gr`aduates are most likely to hold high-level jobei, it
.is particularly useful to see which sectors of the bconomy generay
these types of jobs. The private sector accounts ror over 50 percent- of
all high-level jobs in the economy, primarily within manufacturing,

.4ho1esale and rer>ii---tade, finance, and serviceindustries (Tible 4).
The public sector, which only employs onesixth of the wotkierce,

accounts for one-quarter ofall high-level jobs. Self-emplOyment
accouits for the remaining one-sixth. The public sector and the private
service sector together accounted f6r 50, percent of the growth in

k

high-ldve'1 jobs over the last two decades. Many of the jobi; in the.
f,private service dector are generated from government spending on soci'al ,

welfare programs (BrOwn and Erie -1982). During the 1960s the public
sector was the primary source of new, high-level jobs, while the nimber

12
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Ap
of self-employed holdlng high-level positions declined apprecribly.

These figures reveal the changing distribution of jobs in the U.S.

economy: However, they do not reveal, whether the characteristics of

individual jobs have changed`over this period, particularly'whether the

tasks and skill content of jobs have'changed. Many Reople believe that

,* the rasks of'at leaht some jobs will get.more cOmplex over. timehecause

of the' influente of technology. These jobs will require higher level

skills, skill§ developed by moie advanced schooling. Yet others have

challenged this view, d'rguing that many job tasks become fragmented over
40

time, reducing requisite job skills (Braverman 1974). Although

empirical,evidence to
.

support either view is aparse, recent research
..

...__

'suggests that skill content of individual occupations hat changed very

little over the last decade or two '(Rpmberger 1981b). Shifts in
*

employment favoring high-skilled

'skill le;e1 of jobs in the economy,

imagine.

Overall, employment grew only

last 20 years. Grow5h rates varied

with the priv te service sector

occupaiionshaveraisedthe average

although m4ch less than many people

half as fast as Che economy over the

widely among sectors and industries,

and the public sector accounting for

more than h f of all new jobs between.1960 and 1980. This growth '

favored the creation of middle-level and high-level jdbs. The public

sector was particularly instrumental in creating new high-level jobs,

both thiou-gh, direct,#mployment and through military and social welfare

spending in the private sector (Carnoy, Rumberger, Shearer forthcoming,

iOhapter 5).

Changing Opportunitiet for College Giaduates, 1960-1980
-

The growt--h in educational attainments of the U.S. labor force

during the last two decades was much more rapid than the growth in

highlevel, professional jobs. How did these differential growth rates

affect the employment opportunities for new college graduates?

To answer this qUestion, I will document the employmdnt situation

for young, inexperienced'workers--specifically workers who have been out

of school no more than five, years.
4

This will permit comparisons

13
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among workers with different educational attainments who have been in
the labor market a similar period of time. Comparing workers of the
same age is le-ss preferable because workers with less education have
more labor market experience than more educated workers, and labor
market opportunities (such as earnings) increase- rapidly during workers'

years in the labor Market..
This analysis .will focus .on the employment situation for young

inexperienced workers in 1960, 1970, and '1980,-focqsing on tile
experiences of. college 'graduates. Young college graduates in 1960 ,

finished their schooling in the 'latter part of the 1950s; those in 1970
finished their schooling in the latter part of the 1960s; and those in

. 1980-finished their schooling in the latter pa.rt of the. 1970s.
Graduates from these three decades most likely faced quite different

,

labor market situations. For instance, there were many more graduates
competing for jobs in 1 980 thap in the pre'vious tmo decades. The

analysis will first focus on the situation for college graduates as a
whole; then it will contrast the situation for graduates of different
race and sex groups.

a

College Graduates in the Labor Mafket
Jobs. College graduates hold a competitive edge in the labor

maket. They are more likely to find high-level, professional jobs than
workers with less education: more specifically, college graduates were
1 0 times as likely to hold high-lev'el jobs as high school graduates in
1960 (Table 5). And college graduates have maintained this relative
advantage over the last two decades.

Yet not all college graduates secure high-level job.s. Evenin 1960
only two-thirds of 4-year college graduates (thocre whh exactly 4 years-

- ,

of college) were employed in professional and managerial Occupations.
Based on the skill levels of occupatidns, a similar proportion were
employed in high-level positions. 5 The remainder were employed in

lower-level occupations, such as secretaries and service workers, where
a college education is hardly necessary and may even be detrimental to

14
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satisfactory work performance (Berg 1970; 'Rumberger 1981S, Chapter 5).
Thus even before the rapid expansion 'of higher education in'ttie 1960s,
not ell graduates were esSured of finding high-level jobs, an- .
dbservation that others have made previously (Berg 1970; Rawlins and
Ulman. 1974).

Tt-Le employment situation for college:graduates improved during the
1960s. By 1970 almost 3 out of four college graduates were holding
ihigh-level jobs. The- expansion'of the pfivate'service seAor and the
public sector enabled an increasing sproportion of young college
graduates to find- jobs in tIlse two areas during the 1960s (Table 6).
And since these two sectors o4ffer relatively more high-level jobs than
other private sector industries, opportunities for high-level jobs grew

4

during this period.
While employment opportunities for colleige graduates continued to

increase in the prikrate service sector clurint the 1970s, opportunities
in the public sector declined drastic4Ily. Almost half of all young
college graduates were employed in the public sector in 1970; this
proportion declined to one-quarter ten years later. As a result, more
college graduates had to look fo'r jobs in the private sector. Except
for the service industries;' private sector firms offer fewer high-level
job opportunities than the public sector. Thus higtv-leverjob
opportunities for young college graduates in 1980 were markedly lower
than in 1970 and even lower than in 1960. Professional employment
opportunities declined most particularly, although this decline was

partially offset by a growth in managerial positions. In some respects
the 1960s appears to be an anomaly: new college graduates entering the
labor market during that period found better jobs than graduates found
either before or after that period.

Earnings. Earnings provide another measure of labor market
, qoprportunities. In this case, opportunities are measured in relative

terms, by comparing the earnings of college graduates relative to the
earnings of high school graduates. Did the relative earnings of college
graduates change during the last 20 years?

15
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That question has....s.parked considerable debate. Many people believe
, th,at the relative earnings of college graduates--the basis for computing 10

,
the rate ,pf re turh to investment in higher educationdeclines during

k

the 1970s (Freeman 1976, 1980). pthers have questioned this`belief ..
/(Schwartz and ThortOn 1980; Witmer 1980). The relative earnings of

college gradultes actnally appear to vary somewhat from year -firyear;.
.

yet Over a ten year period--from the mid 1960s to the mid 1970sthey
changed very little (Smith and Welch 1978).

... . ,The preaent analysis focuses .on an even longer 'Period-20 yeats.
Table 7 shovis the total *annual earnistgs fort all inexperienced woriers in...,
the civilian labor 'force in 1960, 1970, and 1980 by education level. In
order totcapture the effects of unemployment, which varies widely among
education groups, both the employed and unemployed are included in the

.1 .. ,
calculations. Thus the figures represent the expected earnings of
workers At the labor market (Levin 1978, Rumberger in press).

The figures support the common observation that workers with more
education receive higher earnings than Workers with less schooling. The

10amount of this advantage is revealed in earnings ratios between
educatio.n groups. In 1960, workers who cothpleted 4 years of college
earned 65 percent more than workers who coVted high school, whereas
workers who completed only 1 to 3 years of college earned essentially
the same was high school graduates. Thus, a college education appears

.
to provide higher earnings only after completing 4 or more years.

...pver. 'the last 20 years the relative earnings of 4-year college
graduates changed very little, declining a mere 7 percentage points.

.,..

Most of this decrease occurred during the 1960s. These figures support.
)

,the view that the relative earnings of college graduates over the
long-run have remained stable.

The relative earnings advantage' of college graduates depends on the
oCcupation,s and industries whet/they find employment. College
graduates in professional and thanagerial jobs earn relatively more than

,graduates .in c leri-cal jobs; ' graduates employed in'manufacturing
industries earn more than those employed in other sectors of the economy

,
,

,
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(Table 8). ,In some Cases these relative advantages have,changed over

time: graduates employed in managerial jobs in 1970 earned relatively
. -

more than graduates in, managerial jobs earned in 1980 as did college
,

gradvates einployed by the federal government.

Relative earnings overall remained stable during_ this period

because of a ,series` of offs.etting shifts in employment.. Between 1960

and. 1970 a decreasing proportion of new college graduates found work in

manufacturing industries, which tended to reduce the overall earnings of

college graduates relative to high school graduates. -A decreasing

proportion of graduates working iii sales as well as a declining relative

earnings advantage associated with sales occupatio9s also iferved to

lower the relative earnings.of allscollege graduates. Between 1970 and

198 0 an increasing proportion'of graduates entered -jobs in manufacturing

industries, tending to increase the aVerage e;irnings ;dvantage-of sall

college gradUA tes. In addition, an increasing proVrtion of college

graduates accepted cleiical positions, which tended to decrease- the

relative earnings of all college graduates.

Race and Sex Differences in Employment Opporturiities
/Compared

to white iales, women and minorities have always been in a

relatively disadvantaged (position in the labor market. They hold fewer,

high-level jobs and receive lower earnings than white males. At least

part of this discrepancy can be explained by differences in educational

attainment: women and minorities iene "ally complete less education than

white males and thus are at a co etitive disadvantag in the labor

/ market. But how do women and minority college graduates fare'in the

labor market compared to white male graduates--workers with the same

level of education? And how has their status changed over the last two
-

decades?

Unfortunately, the Census data used in the present analysis limits

our ability to answer these questions. The number of minorities, arid

particularly minority college graduates, are so small that statistically

meaningful comparisons over the three years are impossible. However,_
1
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the data will allow a comparison between inexperienced white male and
female college graduates. I will-then use published figures.t6 make
comparisons between all "mile and female, white and black college
graduates. While the latter comparisons will not reveal the labor
ma.rket situation for new, inexperienced college, graduates, they will
indi/ate how the situation for all college graduates in,these groups has

'changed oyer time.
Inexperienced.' white college graduates. White men and women

college graduates experienced 'similar changes in employment
opportunities between 1960 and 1980 (Table 9). The proportion of
graduates frOm both group.s employed in high-level and professional
occupations increased during the 1960s and declined during the 1970s.
In general, lemale college graduates are more likely to find employment

. .3.n professional and clerical occupations, while male college graduates
are more likely to find emploiment in managerial ana'sales occupations.
But the situation for these two groups differs much more .than these
figures suggest.

The majority of female college graduates, until recently, have
entered teaching -and health professions. In 1960, for example, 62
percent of all young female college graduates were employed in these two
areas, with 50 percent employed in teaching alone (U.S. Bureau Of the
Census 1963, Table 11). There Were few high-level jobs for women in
other professional areas and even fewer in nonprofessional occupations.
Other 'female college graduates had to settle for lower-level jobs: 18

percent took clerical jobs.
Teaching opportunities for female college graduates improved during

the 1960s. The growth in the school age population and the growing
government st;pport of education inc.reased the number of teaching
positions by 50 percent (Ut.S. Bureau of the Census 1982, p. 146). Yet

the proportion of young women employed in*all professional 'occupations
changeartry little over this period. An lincreasing proportion of women
found high-level jobs in other areas, however, decreasing the proportion
employed in clerical jobs. Men expeKenced less change in opportunities



during this period, although opportunities within the professional area
t

no doubt ;hanged.

During 'the 19708 both groups experienced decjining opportunities, t

partOcularly in professicinal occupations. Women especially' were 'hurt by

the small growth in the number of teaching positions during this period.

Although an increasing proportion found jobs in managerial and sales
4

positions, others were fbrced to accept clerical jam. By 1980 a

greater pioportion of young female college graduates were working in

cleridal jobs filen .20 years earlier. W1i1e the 19608 had itproved

opportunities for women, declining opportunities ih the41970s all.but.

elimiriat,ed those gains% ,04erall, female college graduates in 1980-were

Worse off than graduates in 1960.

Men experienced a similar but less severe decrement in

opportunities. Peclining professional opportudities were partially.

ofiseE by increasing opportunities in managerial positions. Yet by

1 980f one of out of five young-college graduates wasemployed tn other

'than "white-collar" 6ccupations. N

While employment opportunities for white male and female college --,

g.raduates moved in 11 similar dire,dtion, relatiVe earninge dtd noU'r\

,earnings of college graduates relative, to high school..graduates declined ,

for males, bur increased fOr iemales: For.both groups ,the bilggest
,

change occurred in the 1960s: But, overall, changes were *modest-

All college graduates. In general, changes in the labor market

opportunities of all college graduates were similar to the the changes

experienced by young graduates. But there were distinct- differenCes in

theie changes among race And sex groups, particularly between males and

females.

The majority of both white and )black male college graduates

continued to hold professional level jobs over the last two decades

(Table 10). But blacks are much more likely to hold teaching jobs. than

whites. Blacks dependence on teaching opportunities probably accounts

for their relatively larger drop in professional employment

opportunities between 1970 and 1980. Male college graduates, especially

19
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blacks, have found an increasing lumber of manage(ial jobs over the last
Ti;To decades. The remainder have found jobs in sales, clerica,l, and
ot'her areas.

Because so many women college graduates go into teackinil, they are
more likely thah men to hold professional jobs. Black kmale college
graduates, even more than whites, have depended on teaching as a means
of securing professional level employment. Both white and black women I
suffered from the declining opportunities in teaching during the 1970s.e
While an ,increasing number of female college graduates have moved into
managerial and sales occupations over the last'two decades, they have
moved increasingly into clerical jObs as well. Today both White and
black' women college graduates remain more likely to hold professional
and clerical jobfp, while white and black males remaAn more likely to
hold managerial and sales jobs.

All four groups appeared to gain from growing jemp.loyment
opportunities in the 1960s and lose from declining opportu
1970s. tut women appeared to lose more than men.

Relative earnings tell a different story. Within most race and sex
groups.; average earnings of coliege ,graduates relative to high school
graduates did not change appreciably over the last two decades. For,

2
white women, r-elative earAngs of all college graduates 25 years old and
over increased during this period, whick.&.s similar to the improvement
noted in Table 9 for ihexperienced graduates.: For white ten, relative
earnings of all college graduates did not change over this period, while
relative earnings for inexperienced workers declined somewhat (based on

Oftthe figures in Table 9-1. Diffetences in these trends for white males
might be explained by changes in the earnings of older workers relative
to younger workers as well as changes in the relative earnings among
education groups (Welch 1979; Freeman 1979). These differences also
question the widespread,belief that the relative earnings of white male
college graduates have declined, .at least over the longer run.

The earnings of college graduates vary widely among race and sex
groups: white male college graduates earn substantially more than white
f

.1
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female or black college graduates. The ave earnings of- black
college iradnates relative to white male college gra.P., tes did improve
slightly over the thd last two decades. White female co graduates
experienced no such improvement. Devite the improvements erienced
by blacks, female and minority college4raduates still, earn Ythan
white male high sohool graduates, even among yearround, full
workers (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1982, Table 51).

In summary, employment opportunities for college graduates have
changed over the last .20 years,' buSnot eiactly the way most people

,imagine\ Comparisons between the lett 1960s and pie late 1970s, which
have been done frequently in the literature (e.g., LS. Bureau of Labor-

Statilsfics 1980); show a rather dramattc deterioration in,opportunities.
What these shorteterm comparisons fail to show is that between the late
1950S and the late 1960s opportunities improved. While some permanent
shifts did take place, many of the gains made in the 1960s were eng4ed
during the 1970s, especially for women. In 1980 labot market
opportunitie8 for young college graduates were not vexy Oifferent' than -

they were 1960. The profitability of a college,degree, -as measured
t by relativ earntngs, also drdinót hange that much over the period,

contrary t hat many people believe. Relative earnings increased
somewhat fp4 black males and females, but not for white aisles and
females.r Black college graduates also improved their earnings relative
to white males, while white females did not.

Changing Opportunities, 1980-1990
Employment opportunities for Inexperienced college graduates

increased during the 1960s, but declined during the 1970s. What 4oes
the- situation for the 1980s look like? Will it resemble the 1960*, with
growing opportunities, or the 1970s, with shrinking opportunities? To ,

answer this questiOn, I will compare government: projectims of
educational attainments with projections of employment and then
speculate about the situation for new college graduates in the next
decade.,

21
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The government projects that total enrollments in higher education.
, ,

will relmaint steady at about 1.2 million students betyeen 1980 and 1990
. (Huddleston 1 982; p. 128). Enrollments for 18-24 year Olds ale

projected to decline, however, in part because tillat ageic,ohort will be
smaller ;i n the 1980s then the baby-boom cohort that attended college in
the 1 90s and 1970s. These declines *w9.1 beof'fset by increasing
enrollts among adults.25 years old and over.

While enrollmen,ts in higher education will remain steady, the
educational attainments of the U.S. storkforce will_ continue to increase:

. As older, less-educated orkers retire from the lottor foict, they will
,

be replaced by younger, more-educated *orkers. The eXact increase ].
t.

educational attainments is difficult to estimate, since the-govern t
last projected educational attainments for the U.S. labor force in 1973.

.,Coinpa.sing projections for 1980 with 'actual 'figures suggests that the.,
government! s projection's ,for 1990 will also be low.. For example, tile
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statisti*cs p'rojected that 18:5-percent of the
civilian labor force would have completed 4 or more years Of college by
1980, while 22 percent actually completed that amount (Table 11).- .
Figures for young workers show similar discrepancies'. These differences
suggest that more than a quarter of the mature civilian labor force and
close to a third of all young workers will have completed college by
1990.

Growth in employment opportunities is more difficult to project
bec use it depends on economic indicators--growth in Gross National

4.
Product, inflation, productivityas well as demographic trendsgrowth
in the population and labor rce participation rates. Acknowledging.,
this complexity, the U.S. ureau of Labor Statistics publishes three
sets of projections, each based on d ereht assumptions. I will report
the figures from the most conservative projections, assuming modest

_
increases 'in production and productivity and continued inflation. The

trends will not differ greatly using more optimistic projections.
Employment is projected to increase by 22 million between 1978 and

1990 (Table 12). Projected employment growth within occupational groups

.
)
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suggests that thie. growth in high-level, Rrofessional opportunities will
be lower than in .either of the two previous decades. -Whereas 36 percent
of employment growth between 1960 and 1970 took place in professional
and managerial occupations and 45 percent between 1970 and 1980 (see
Table 2), only 28 percent of employment growth is projected to take

. -

place in these two areas between 1980 and 1990 . Clerical and serviC-e
occupations wil account for 40 percent of the emRlomYent growth, about
the' same growt

y
that took place between 1960 and 1980. The remaining

third of new jobs will come in the other occupational.lroups.
These figure.s paint a much less optimistic picture of future

employment opiSortuniti-es than frequently appears in the mass media,
where the belief is propagated that high-technol. I. foster the
growth of jots in technically related areas. Only,1 relative
0-.

1 Vterms--the proportional increase in the number df jobs in such areas--is
. .

that an acicuiale picture. In these terms, the fastest growi g jobs in
the econov are projected to be: data processing machine echanics;
paralegal personnel, computer systems analysts, and computer operators

,(Carey 191, p. 48). But in absolutg terms, the greatest inc ease in
employment will take place in quite different occupations: janitors,
nurses aids d orderlies, sales clerks, and cashiers. To put it
another way, th re will be 3 times as many new jobs for janitors as jobs
for complaer systems analysts between 1978 and 1990, sind there will be
1 3 times as many jobs for waiters and waitres,ses as jobs for
iieronautical engineers. The orily job category that is projected to.grow
in relative as well as absolute terms is food preparation and skrvice

aworkers in fast food restaurants. Employment in that occupationois
projected to increase t59 percent, or by 00,000 workers.

Projections of educatIonal attainments and employment suggest that'
labor:market opportunities for college graduates will continue:to
decline in the 1980s. Although educational attainments will not rise as
rapidly as they did in the 1970s, employment opportunities in high-level
occupations will increase much more slowly than they did in the 1970s.
Over' a three decade period, from the 1950s to the 1970s, c011ege
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,
gxaduates in the 1960s experienced the mos't favorable labor marke
opportunities. Projections for the 1980s ftirther suggest that the 1960s
were unique, affording gradbatesjin.thst period better opportunities
than those enjoyed by graduates before or after.

,
...

Summary and Conclusions

This paper has viewed changing employSknt opportunities for college
graduates in the U.S. labor market over a long period, looking backward

.
over the last three decades and looking forward into the next.

1411
The '

,

actual and projected growth in educational attainments was-fiist%
compared with t e growth in employment. -Discrepancies in teese measures(
of supply and deand were.then used to analyze the changing labor market

,opportunities for, college graduates between 1960 'and 1990. Labor market
opportunities were easured.by types of jobs and by relative earnings.

Most of the anlysis ,rfocused on the changing opportunities for,
young, inexperien ed college graduates, those out of school less than
five years. It silo focused on graduates with exactly 4 years of
college, the group that appears, to halie- undergone the most significant

. changes in labor market status. While' race and sex differences were
noted in, the analysis, the limitations of Census data precluded noting
differences among college rcaduates of different majors. The labor
market experiences of college graduates varies wi,dely by college major,
with graduates in fine arts and social sciences generally finding poorer
opportunities than graduates in engineering and business (Metz and

AP
Hamme r 161; Rumberger in press). Despite this limitation, the analysis
revealed several 'significant trends., -

o-
Between 1960 and 1980 the educational attainments of the,U.S. labor

force grew phenomenally. The number of persons with 4 or more years of
college increased 200 percent. By 1980 almost one out of five workers
had completed a college deree and more than One out of fnur young
warkers had acquired that much education. Employment in professional.,
high-1evel occupations also grew rapidly during this period, but could
not keep pace with the growtb in educational attainments. .

:
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Even before the rapid expansion of higher education, not "all
college graduates were assured of highlevel jobs: a third were
employed outsde professional and managerial occupations in 1960.
Durin'g the 1960s, despite their growing numbers, young college graduates
increased their chancea of finding highley 1 jobs. The decade was a

g. .golden era for college ,graduates. But durin the 1970s opportuna.ti.es
deteriorated 'greatly. By 1980 the situation f r new college graduates
was similar to the situation for new college g aduates in 1960. 'The
.ris,e, and fal.1 in Opportunities was especially pronounced among women,

.-
who were much more dependent than men on changing opportunities in he

'teaching profession.
Despite the worsening job situation for new.college graduates,

their relative 'earnings remained favorable. That is, college graduatas
,continued to maintain an earnings advantage over high school graduates.
Young white males did suffer some declineover this period, however.

The outlook for the 1980s also appears bleak. Educational
attainments of the U.S. work force will continue to increase, largely \

. \\
because older, lesseducated workers will be replaced by younger,
moreeducated workers. Employment growth wifll not produce widespread'
opportunities in 1N.ghlevel, hightechnology fields, 'contrary to
conigentional beliefs. In fact, employmen rowth in professional and
manag-erial occupations will be ,smaller than either the 1960s or the
1970s. College graduates may continue.to hold a competitive advantage
in the labor market, but an increasing number will be forced to accept
jobs incommensurate with their level og training.

In looking at the entire 40 year period, college graduates in the
1 9 60 s enjoyed more favorable employment prospects than graduates either
before or after. Not only did opportunities fall between the 1960s and
the 1 9 70s, as many observers have pointed out, but they had increased
from the 1950s tc: the 1960s. TIle 1960s thus appear to be atypical. And

it appears .that opportynities for college graduates in the 1980s will be
more like the 1950s and 1970s than the 1960s.

2.5
"N.
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Notes

1
The estimates produced from these chits differ slightly from published

figures because 1) published figures are' based on yearly averages, 'and

2) the present estimates exclude persons working without.pay (,less than

one million workers).

2
Employment' grow:th actually accounts for less than half of the total

.number of job openyng*' the remainder comes from the replacement of

woriers who die or retire (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 1980). In

general, however, employment grnwth particular, occupations is

proportional tp the totea4nnmber of,,job openings.
3
The old Censu,s classification system will soon be replaced by a new-

system that more acc,urately reflects the contedt of jobs (Bregger 1982).
4
Experience can only be estimated from Census data using the .conmion

formula: Age Years of Schooling 6.

5
The gro4ing of occupations by skill requirements is not meant to be

strictly comparable with education levels. In other words, college

g.raduates in highlevel occupations are no,t .necessarily employed in jobs

commensurate with their level of eduCation, while 'college graduates in

middle ind lowlel:Tel jobs are underemployed. Yet such comparisons do

proyide a basis for suggesting that some proportion of college graduates

accept jobs incounnensurate with their.level of training.

26
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Table 1

Enrollment in Higher Education and Educational Attainments

of Workers by Age, Race, and Sex: 1960, 1970, 1980

1960

Earollment in higher educationa

1970 1980

(thousands)

Total

18-24 years old
25-34. years old

White males
White females
Nonwhite males
Nonwhite females

3,789

2,598

750

2,214
,1281,693
125

102

8,581

5,805
1,349

4,066
2

335
319

12,097

7,226
2,703

. 4,438
4

'

437
b659b

791

Civilian Labor force with 4 or
more years of schoolingc

All workers (thousands) 6,200 10,027 18,781

Workers 25=34 years old 1,897 2,949 7,360

All workers (percent) 9.7 12.9 18.2

Workers 25-34 years old 13.4 17.7 26.5

White males 16.1 20.5 30.5
White females 10.9 17.4 26.5
Black males 4.9 6.2 12.9
Black females 8.1 7.5 15,6
Hispanic males 4.8 7.1 9.0
Hispanic females 2.4 9.2 10.8

a
Total enrollment includes student& of all ages. Enrollment breakdowns

include students 14 to 34 years old, enrolled for degree-credit.
b
Includes black and Spanish origin only.

Sources: Enrollment - Golladay (1977, p. 177), Huddleston (1982, p. 128),
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No. 410,
Table 5; No. 222, Table 1; end No. 362, Tables 1 and 4s Labor force - calcul-
ated from the 1960'and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and,the March 1980
Current Population Stirvey, U.S. Eureau of the Census.
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ATable 2

Employment and Employment Growth by Occupational Group and

Level: 1960, 1970, 1980

Emp loytnent

( thous ands )

.Employment Growth
,(percentage distribution)

1960 1970 1980 1960-70 1970-80 1960-80

Occupational groups

Professional 7,710 11,362 15,799 30.0 22.3 25.2

Managerial 5,542 6,274 10,794 6.0 22.7 16.4

Sales ' 4,712 5,417 5,927 5.8 2.6 3.8

Clerical 9,640 13,650 17,833 32.9 21.0 25.5

Crafts 9,120 10,483 12,373 11.2 9.5 10.1

Operatives 12,469 13,384 13,737 7.5 1.8 4.0

Laborers 3,210 3,296 4,250 .7 4.8 3.2

Farm workers 3,993 2,228 2,189 -14.5 - .2 - 5.6

Service 7,359 9,844 12,923 20.4 15.5 17.3

Occupational levels

High 15,285 18,750 27,343 28.4 43.3 37.8

Middle 38,532 43,380 51,945 39.8 43.2 42.0

Low 9,938 13,808 16,537 31.8 13.8 20.6

TOTAL 63,755 75,938 95,825 100 100 100

Note: Includes all employed workers, 16 years old and over, except those

working without pay.

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and

the March 1980 Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Census.



Table 3

Employment and Employment Growth by Sector

and Industrial Group: 1960, 1970, 1980

Employment
(thousands)

1960 1970 ,1980

Employment Growth
(percentage distribution)

1960-70 1970180 1960-80

Private sector 47,942 56,495 71,649 70.2 76.2 73.9

Agriculture 1,506 1,079 1,225 - 3.5 0.7 0.9
Mining 661 551 821 - .9 1.4 0.5
Construction 2,813 3,231 4,116 3.4 4.5 4.1
Manufacturing 17,636 18,895 21,308 10.3 12.1 11.4
Transportation 3,992 4,385 5,215 3.2 4.2 3.8
Wholesale and retail
trade 10,013 13,333 13,481 27.3 20.9 23.3

Finance, insurance,
real estate 2,557 3,358 5,160 '6.6 9.1 8.1
Services 8,764 11;663 16,323 23.8 23.4 23.6

Public sector .7,860 12,462 15,935 37.8 17.5 25.2

Federal a 3,223 4,161 a 4.7 a
State a 3,092 3,40 a 1.6 a
Local a 6,147 8,371 a 11.2 a

Self-employed 7,953 6,981 8,241 - 8.0 6.3 0.9

TOTAL 63,755 75,938 95,825 100.0 100.0 100.0

a
Information not available.

Note: 4nCludes all employed workers, 16 Years
working withou't pay.

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/
thp March 1980 Current Population Survey, V.S.
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Table 4
.

Employment and Employment Growth in High-level Occupations

by Sector and Industrial Group: 1960, 1970, 1980

Employment
(percentage distribution)

1960 1970 1980

Employment Growth
(percentage distribution)

1960-70 1970-80 1960-80

Private sector 44.6 51.1 59.1 79.6 76.8 77.6

Agriculture .5 !IS .5 .3 .5 .4
Mining .4 .5 .5 .8 .6 .6
Construction 1.2 '2.6 2.0 2.9 3.0 2.9
Manufacturing 10.5 12.4 12.9 20.9 13.8 15.8
Transportation 3.5 3.4 3.9 2.8 5.1 4.4
Wholesale and retail
trade 8.1 8.8 11.7 12.2 17.9 16.3

Finance, insurance,
real estate . 6.5 7.5 8.7 11.6 11.3 11.4

SerVices 13.7 16.5 19.0 28.5 24.6 25.8

Public sector 18.9 27.2 24.6 63.6 - 19.0 31.8

Federal a 4.6 4.8 a 5.2 a
State a 7.3 5.6 a 2.0 ' a
Local a 15.2 14.2 a 11.8 a

Self-employed 36.5 21.8 16.3 -43.2 4.2 - 9.4
.,

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100

a
Information not available.

Note: Includes all employed workers, 16 years old and over, except those
working without pay.

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and
the March 1980 Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Censils.
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Table 5

Employment by Occupational Categories and Education of

Inexperienced iiorkers: 1960, 1970, 1980

1960 1970 1980

Proportion with high-level jobs

Less than high sdhool 3.2 2.6 ,2.1
High school graduates 6.7 6.4 6.8
College 1-3 years , 23 7 18.8 17.5
College 4 years 67.9 73.9 60.5
College 5+ years 74.7 80.5 76.0

Proportion of 4-year college
graduates with:

ProfeAsional jobs 66.3 70.0 47.5
Managerial jobs 4.8 5.9 14.4
Sales jobs 9.9 6.2 7.8
Clerical jobs 12.5 10.6 15.1
Other jobs 6.5 7.3 15.2

7

Note: Sample donsists of all employed workers, 16 years old and over, ex-
cept those workpg without pay, with 5 years of experienceor less
(Experience = 4ge - Years of schooling - 6).

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and
the March 1980 pirrent Populaiion Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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Table 6

Employment by-Sector and Industrial Group of

1970, 1980Inexperienced College Graduates: 1960,

1960 1970

Proportion employed in:

Private sector 55.6 51.0

Manufacturing . 18.2 12.4
Wholesale & retail trade 8.8 7.0
Services '' 18.4 20.1
Other industries 10.2 11.5

Public sector 40.8 47.0

Federal % - 4.1
State 10.4

_Local - 32.5

Self-employed 3.6 2.0

TOTAL 100 100

Proportion with high-level jobs:

Private sector 53.7 60.0

Manufacturing 58.6 61.1
Wholesale & retail trade 24.1 31..8

Services 67.9 71.5
Other industries 46.8 54.5

Public sector 87.1 88.8

Federal a 73.0
State # a 76.7
Local a 94.6

Seif-employed 81.8 86.7

TOTAL .67.9 73.9

. 1980

72.3 .

14.4

15.3

25.3
17.3

25.0

5.8

5.2

14.0

100

55.1

53.6
41.3

53.5

76.6

67.7

67.3
83.8

52.4

60.5

a
Information not available.

Note: Sample consists of all employed workers, 16 years old and over, except
those working without pay, with 4 years of college and 5 yeats of experience or
less (Experience = Age - Years of Schooling - 6).

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and the
March 1980 Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Zensus.
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Table 7

Total Annual Earnings by Education of

Inexperienced Workers: 1960, 1970, 1980

1960 1970 19g0

Less than high school 1,034 1,340 2,359
High school 2,162 3,338 6,761
College 1-3 years 2,236 3,182 6,850
College 4 years 3,569 5,352 10,686

, College 5+ years 4,487 7,004 12,940

Ratios (x 100)

College 1-3 years/high school 105 95 .101
College 4 years/college 1-3
years. 157 168 156

College 5+,years/college 4
years 126 131 121

College 4 years/high school 165 160 158

Note: Sample consists of all workers, 16 years old and over, in the civilian
labor fOrce, except those working without pay, with 5 years of experience or less
(Experience = Age - Education - 6).

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and the
March 1980 Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Census.



Table 8

Relative Earningsa by Occupational Group, Sector, and

Industrial Group of Inexperienced College Graduates: 1960, 1970, 1980

1960 1970 1980-

Occupational Groups

Professional
Managerial
Sales
Clerical

166

223

. . 195

133

t.
,

164
..

221

- 179

117

163

.189
196

126

Sector and Industrial Group
. ...

Private.seCior 173 . 170 164

Manufacturing 221 217 178

Wholesale & retail trade 156 147,' 153

Services 132 144 153

Public sector 148 150 143

Federal b 175 129

State b 128 123

Local b 152 157

TOTAL 165 160 158

aRatio of mean, total annual earnings for 4-year college graduates in selected
occupational groups, sectors, and industrial groups to earnings for all high
school graduates (x 100).

b
Information not available.

Note: Sample consists of all workers, 16 years old and over; in,the civilian '

. labor force, except those working without pay, with 5 years of experience or
less (Experience == Age - Education - 6).

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and the .

March 1980 Current Population Survey; U.S. Bureau.of the Census.'
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Table 9

Employment by Occupational Categories and Relative Earningsa

of,Inexperienced White Male and Female College Graduates:

1960, 1970, 1980

White males

1960, 1970 1980

Proportion employed in:

High-level jobs

Professional Jobs
Managerial jobs
Sales jobs
Clerical jobs
Other jobs

65.5

56.2
8.7
15.9

8.4
10.8

69.9

59.4
10.4
10.1

7.5
12.6

62.4

42.7
18.1

11.3
8.0

19:9

Relative earningsa 164 151 148

White females 44\

Proportion employed in:

High-level jobs 71.7 78.6 60.1

PrOfessional jobs 79.5 80.1 54.1
Managerial jobs 0.0 2.1 10.3

. Sales jobs 2.1 2.8 5.2
Clerical jobs 18.0 12.8 20.3
Other jobs 0.4 2.2 10.1

Relative earningsa 151 162 166

aRatio of mean total annual ernings for 4-year college graduates to earnings
for high school graduates (x 100).

Note: Sample consists of all workers, 16 years old and over, in the civilian
labor force, except those working without,pay, with 5 years of experience or

:less (Experience = Age - Education - 6).

Sources: Calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public Use Samples and the
-March 1980 Current/Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the Census.
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Table 10 .

Occupational Group and Relative Income of College.Graduates,

bv Race and Sex: 1960, 1970, 1980a

1960

White

1970 1980

I

1960

'Black

1970 1980

Males

Occupational group

Professional 56.9 59.1 51.6 60.3 60.9 49.4
Teaching 8.5 .9.8 - d 18.3 21.7 d

Manager 18.1 19.9 24.5 6.7 12.7 23.3
Sales 8.6 8.6 8.7 2.5 3.4 11.8.

Clerical 4.5 4.7 , 4.5 9.3 8.1 5.6'

Other 11.0 6.9 10.7 2.9 14.9 9.9

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100

Relative income 7 b 141 144 142 130 139 139
- c 100 100 100 62 69 71

I) .

Females

Occupational group

Professional 74.6 76.8 64.5 77.6 81.0 ,67.5
Teaching 44.7 46.6 d 54.9 57.1 d

Health .4 5.1 12.4 d 4.3 8.8 d

Manager 3.7 4.8 9.7 1.5 3.7 8.8
Sales 2.1 2.5 4.1 .67 ,88 3.8

Clerical 12.6 12.5 15.5 9.1 9.5 13.5
Other 7.0 3.4 6.2 11.1 4.9 6.4

TOTAL 100 1Q0 100 100 100 100

Relative income .- b -168 176 187 217 207 201
- c 48 46 46 48 54 ,58

a
Employment data for 1960, 1970, and 1979; income data for 1959, 1969, and 1980.

b
Ratio (x100) of median incomes for college graduates to high school graduates,

within race and sex groups.

cRatio (x100) of median incomes fbr college graduates within race and sex groups...
to white male college graduates.
d
Information not available.

Note: Occupational level for employed college graduates (4 or more years), 16
years old and over. Relative income for persons 25 years old'and over.

,

Sources: Occupation - U.S. Bureau of the Census (1963, Tables 9 and 10; 1973,
Tables 8 and 9), U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 0981, Table K). Earnings -
U.S. Bureau of the Census (1964, Table 223), U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current

. Pogulation Reports, Series P-60, No. 75, Table 51, and N. 132, Table 51.
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Table 11

Actual and Projectea College Gradutesa by

Age Groupi 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990

,Actual Projected

1960 1970 1980 1980 1990

l'ersons 25 years old or older 10.2 13.9 21.8 18.5 23.8

Men 20.4 25.5
Women 15.3 21.0

-

Persons 25-34 years of age 13.4 17.7 26.5 24.1 29.7

Men 25.0 29.5

Women 22.6 30.1

aProportion of civilian labor force with 4 or more years of college .

/

Sources: Actual figuies - calculated from the 1960 and 1970 1/1000 Public
Use Samples and the March 1980 Current Population Survey, U.S. Bureau of the
Census. Projected figures from Johnston (1973).
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Table 12

Actual and Projected Employment and Employment Growth

.by Occupational Group: 1978 and 1990 1107

Employment Employment Growth
(millions of workers) . (percentage distribution)

1978 1990 1978-90

Occupational group

Professional 15,570 20,038 20.3
Managerial 8,802 10,484 7.7

Sales 6,443 7,989. 7.0
Clerical 17,820 22,219 20.0
Crafts 117679 14,366 12.2

Operatives 14,205 16,399 10.0

Laborers 5,902 6,955 4.8

Farm wprkers 2,775 2,193 - 2.6
Service 14,414 18,946 20.7 0

Occupational levels
a .

High 4' 25,268 31,882 30.1

Middle 54,359 66,012 , 53.0

Law 17,983 21,696 16.9

TOTAL 97,610 119,590 100'

aProjected employment by detailed occupations grouped into occupational 'levels.
See text for detailed explanation.

Source: Carey (1981).


